
EDITORIAL MESSAGES
By Paul D. Humke

Post-Covid. The Exchange office and that of Michigan State University
Press both anticipate a more normal work environment and schedule beginning
in September. The Two Days in Real Analysis online conference organized by
Emma Daniello, (Naples, Italy) was a great success and we look forward to
Summer Symposium XLIV to be held June 20–24 jointly in Orsay and Paris.

A Veteran Retires, a New Editor Arrives Chris Ciesielski has served as
a Contributing Editor for the Exchange for almost thirty years, and this year
sees his retirement from that post. He’s not going away, of course, but it’s
still hard to think of being without his good advice and impeccable professional
standards. A good portion of the areas that Chris managed will now be handled
by Olena Karlova, who we warmly welcome to our Board.

WelcomeBack Former Assistant Editor Thong Vo has graciously agreed to
serve as our newest Technical Editor for the Exchange. His help shepherding
us through the transition to EditFlow , a software service for managing the
submission and peer-review workflows of research journals was invaluable.

Thanks Again Continuing thanks to Assistant Editor, Abigail (Abby) Halver-
son who manages the day-to-day operations of the Editorial Office and helps
prepare papers for publication. and to Journals Manager, Natalie Eidenier and
her staff at Michigan State University Press who do final copy editing for the
Exchange and shepherd each issue through the printing and distribution process.

JSTOR Access. Access to most of the back issues of the Exchange is now
available on JSTOR. Access to the oldest volumes will take a bit longer as
we await scanning and editing. We have also begun posting “pre-publication”
drafts of accepted papers on JSTOR shortly after the galley proofs have cleared.

Author Class File. Our raex.cls LATEX classfile is used with every paper
published in the Exchange. This classfile utilizes a format for entering author,
title, and other information that is particularly convenient for extracting that
information for the various databases that list the Exchange. An author version
of the raex.cls classfile is available at our website: www.stolaf.edu/analysis.

Michigan State University Press. If you are contemplating writing a text-
book on a subject in mathematics, or a memoir, please consider using the Michi-
gan State University Press as your publisher. The Press is a non-profit orga-
nization affiliated with Michigan State University that offers superior service
and much lower costs than commercial publishers, along with complimentary
advertising in Real Analysis Exchange.

Website. We encourage you to visit our websites and invite your feedback
regarding the content. The addresses are:

• For Article Access: http://www.msupress.org/journals/raex/

• For the Editorial Office: http://www.stolaf.edu/analysis.
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